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Tyloses in fossil plants: New data from a Mississippian tree, with a review of previous records

Abstract: Tyloses are protoplasmic swellings of parenchyma cells into the lumen of adjacent conducting cells. They develop as part of the heartwood formation process, or in response to embolism or pathogen infection. Here, we report the oldest fossil evidence to date of tylosis formation that occurs in permineralized wood of the (pro)gymnosperm Dameria hueberi from the Tournaisian (lower Mississippian, ca. 350 Ma) of Australia. Different developmental stages of tylosis formation are recognizable that range from small bubble-like protrusions to dense tyloses entirely filling the lumen of the conducting cells. The trigger for the development of tyloses in D. hueberi remains unknown. A survey of the fossil record of tyloses shows their occurrence in most groups of vascular plants since the Carboniferous. Future research in this field will screen even older (Devonian) fossils for evidence of tyloses and aim to understand the roles these structures have had in plant-pathogen interactions and plant hydraulic properties in the past.
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Introduction
Petrafaction and permineralization are two modes of fossil preservation in which plant tissues and cells can be faithfully preserved, sometimes down to the finest cellular or even subcellular details (e.g., Schopf 1975). Such fossils offer rare glimpses of the internal organization of extinct plants, and can yield information that can be used to better understand their physiology and date the appearance of significant functional traits. When looking at well-preserved
permineralized wood, one important structural detail that is relatively easy to spot is tyloses, which are protoplasmic swellings formed by a parenchyma cell into the lumen of an adjacent conducting cell (Molisch 1889; Esau 1965). Tyloses extend into the conducting cell through a pit, and some eventually occlude the entire lumen of the conducting cell (Fig. 1). Moreover, deposition of lignin, suberin, and/or phenolic compounds can make the tylosis wall entirely impermeable (Riouxf et al. 1995); in rare cases, there may also be a significant secondary thickening of the walls (sclerotic tyloses, IAWA Committee 1989; De Micco et al. 2016). The presence of tyloses in vessels of extant angiosperms was noted in some of the earliest studies of plant anatomy, with one of the oldest mentions and illustrations of these structures by Marcello Malpighi in 1686 (his Figs 21 & 23). The first detailed description of tylosis formation and accurate interpretation of their nature can be traced back to an anonymous paper from 1845, likely authored by Ottone Hermine Schuh, née Freiin von Reichenbach (for details, refer to Zimmerman 1979; Hillbrand-Grill 1998). This author noted that tyloses are typically formed in vessels filled with air.

[Insert Fig. 1 near here].

While tylosis formation has primarily been studied in angiosperm secondary xylem vessels (Zürcher et al. 1985; Bonsen 1991), it appears to be a widespread phenomenon among vascular plants, occurring both in vessels and tracheids, in primary and secondary xylem. Tyloses have been reported in conifer tracheids (Raatz 1892; Chrysler 1908; Gerry 1914), in the vessels of Gnetales (e.g., Carlquist 1996), and in the primary xylem of certain monocotyledons, such as bamboos (e.g., Weiner and Liese 1997) and bananas (VanderMolen et al. 1987). They also occur in ferns, either in conducting cells (Holden 1925; Bierhorst 1960; Miller and Duckett 1979) or within the degraded remnants of the protoxylem (“cavity parenchyma”, McNicol, 1908; Holden 1925). Structures comparable to tyloses have also been described in the carinal
canals of certain sphenophytes (Holden 1925 and references therein; Schweingruber and Börner 2018).

Tyloses are produced either as part of natural heartwood formation process, or in response to external stimuli, such as wounding or infection in the conductive part of the wood (Gerry 1914; Klein 1923; Chattaway 1949; De Micco et al. 2016 and references therein). While the exact triggers leading to tylosis formation are still debated (e.g. Rioux et al. 1998; Sun et al. 2007), it is clear that these structures play a major role in the ability of the plants to compartmentalize the vascular system. Tyloses are effective in sealing off non-functional conducting cells that are air-filled due to wounding or embolism, and in slowing down or preventing the progression of pathogens through the vascular tissues, and are a key element in the compartmentalization of decay in trees (CODIT; Shigo 1984; see also Morris et al. 2016; Kashyap et al. 2021). As a result, tyloses are instrumental for the survival of vascular plants, and hence investigating these structures in the fossil record can yield critical information in regard to the evolution of (1) plant defense strategies against pathogens, and (2) the hydraulic system, especially strategies to render embolized conducting cells harmless.

Here, we present evidence of tyloses in permineralized wood of the arborescent (pro)gymnosperm Dameria hueberi from the Touraisian (Mississippian; Carboniferous) of Australia. Dameria hueberi predates the previously oldest record of tyloses (Scheckler and Galtier 2003) by some 15 million years. Fossil preservation makes it even possible to distinguish developmental stages in tylosis formation in D. hueberi. The new data is placed in a broader context by surveying the fossil record of tyloses. We compile the information available for the different lineages of vascular plants, thereby focusing on the oldest records and the occurrence of tyloses in major extinct lineages of plants. Finally, we outline future research directions and highlight the importance of documenting tyloses in fossil plants to advance our understanding of plant paleophysiology.
Material & methods

Fossil material

Tyloses were observed in two specimens of *Dameria hueberi* from Queensland, Australia. They are part of a group of eight silicified wood specimens collected in 2005 and 2008 in the Teddy Mountain Formation (Bundock Creek Group), at Montgomery Dam (S 19° 26′ 06.8″; E 144° 38′), from a plant-bearing interval that is middle Tournaisian in age (lower *crenulata* conodont Zone; *Mawson and Talent* 1997, 1999; ca. 350 Ma). Details of the locality, stratigraphic context, wood anatomy, and possible affinities of *D. hueberi* are provided by *Decombeix et al.* (2011). The woods are heavily silicified and were, therefore, prepared as thin-sections (*Haas and Rowe* 1999), rather than acetate peels, in the transverse, tangential, and radial planes. In the absence of reproductive structures, it is not possible to determine whether *D. hueberi* was a progymnosperm or a seed plant (*Decombeix et al.* 2011), and it will, therefore, henceforth be referred to as a (pro)gymnosperm. The specimens and slides are deposited in the Collections de Paléobotanique, Université de Montpellier, France, under specimen numbers MOD2 and MOD5.

Additional fossil material illustrated in this paper includes specimens of the Pennsylvanian early ferns *Ankyropteris* (Tedelaceae) and *Zygopteris/Etapteris* (Zygopteridales) in which tyloses were first illustrated by *Phillips and Galtier* (2005, 2011), as well as one specimen of the progymnosperm *Protopitys buchiana* from the Viséan of France, in which tyloses were first illustrated by *Scheckler and Galtier* (2003). Specimen numbers and repository information are given in the Data Availability section.

Imaging and measurements.
Digital images were captured using a Keyence VHX 7000 electronic microscope and associated software (Figs 2A-E, 3A, 3B) and a Sony XCD-U100CR camera attached to an Olympus BX51 compound microscope using the image capture software Archimed (Microvision Instruments) (Figs 2F-G, 3C-F; Fig 6). Images in Fig. 5 were obtained from scans of original photographs taken by J. Galtier. Composite figures were prepared with Adobe Photoshop CS5 version 12.0 (Adobe Systems Inc.). Measurements were taken using ImageJ (Schneider et al 2012).

Nomenclature.

Throughout the text, the name and absolute ages of geological divisions follow the 2022/02 ICS International Chronostratigraphic Chart (Cohen et al. 2022). The higher taxonomic divisions for extant and fossil plants (i.e., Sphenophytes, Equisetales) follow Taylor et al. (2009).

Results – Tyloses in Dameria hueberi

The eight specimens of Dameria hueberi are all pieces of silicified wood with no associated primary tissues preserved. In transverse section, they do not show any curvature of the rays and radial rows of tracheids, and therefore likely represent the outer part of the wood of large axes (i.e., trunks or large branches). None of the specimens, not even the largest one which is 8 cm thick (radial dimension in cross section), show any evidence of growth ring boundaries or local changes in tracheid diameter (Figs 2A, 2B). The wood of D. hueberi is composed of tracheids with mean diameters ranging from 40 to 65 µm (maximum 96 µm), and numerous low, uniseriate to partly biseriate parenchymatous rays (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). Radial pitting of the tracheids is mostly uniseriate. Radial pits are circular (Fig. 3F) and show circular apertures whose mean diameter is 5.5–6.5 µm. Cross-field pitting (i.e. ray-tracheid contact) consists of 1–5, typically 2, circular pits that are somewhat smaller than the radial pits and possess an oval to circular aperture, about 4 to 5 µm wide (Fig. 3G)
Tyloses have been detected in specimens MOD2 and MOD5. The smaller of the two, MOD2, is 10 cm long and measures 3.7 (radial diameter) x 2.5 cm (tangential diameter). It contains only small areas of well-preserved wood, which show a few tyloses. On the other hand, MOD5 is 6.3 cm long and measures 6.5 (radial diameter) x 10.3 cm (tangential diameter). It contains many well-preserved areas, some with abundant tyloses (Fig.2C), and others devoid of them (Fig.2B). The remaining six *D. hueberi* specimens, one of which is about three times larger than MOD5, either lack tyloses or are too poorly preserved to reveal these structures.

A typical transverse section of the wood of MOD5 shows areas where tracheids with a dark brown content tend to occur in several nearby radial files (Fig.2C). These areas have no conspicuous pattern of distribution within the wood. At higher magnification, the lumina of many of the tracheids containing brown matter provide evidence of thin cell walls corresponding to tyloses (Fig.2D-G). Most of the tracheids are in fact completely filled with tyloses. In this case the tyloses are crammed together and may have polygonal outlines (Fig.2D-F). Some tyloses show a darker, possibly thicker wall (Fig.2F). There are also examples of earlier stages of tylosis formation, showing clearly one or several small, rounded swellings inside the tracheid lumen (a, b in Fig.2G). Tangential sections of the wood show that rays are abundant, and each tracheid is in contact with a sufficiently large number of parenchyma cells that all could serve as a source for the tyloses (Fig.3A). Tyloses with thicker walls and in different stages of development are also visible in these sections; they range from small swellings to prominent inflations that completely fill the tracheid lumen (Fig.3B-E). Radial sections show circular pits in uni- to biseriate arrangement that are characterized by a rounded aperture typical of *D. hueberi*, as well as some evidence of tyloses filling tracheid lumina (Fig.3F). No evidence has been found of fungal hyphae in the wood.

*Insert Fig. 2 and 3 near here.*
Discussion

Significance of tyloses in Dameria hueberi

The two specimens of *Dameria hueberi* wood containing tyloses from the Tournaisian of Australia represent the oldest evidence to date of these structures in plant fossils. They are approximately 15 million years older than the heretofore oldest fossil tyloses described by Scheckler and Galtier (2003) in *Protopitys buchiana* from the upper Viséan of France. Preservation of the *D. hueberi* wood is not excellent, but still allows a full documentation of the tyloses in all spatial planes (tangential, radial, and transverse), and even provides glimpses of the development of these structures in the form of distinct growth stages. A late stage of development is characterized by tightly packed clusters of small tyloses that completely fill the lumen of the tracheids, suggesting that the tyloses may have undergone divisions (Schmitt and Liese 1994). In addition, the dark outline of some of the tyloses suggests that substances have been added into or onto their walls. Division and deposition of materials, such as lignin or suberin, rendering the tylosis wall impermeable are active processes that occur during tylosis formation in many extant taxa (De Micco et al. 2016). It is not clear whether the brown coloration of the lumen of some of the *D. hueberi* tracheids filled with tyloses is an optical effect caused by superimposed layers of cell walls, or resulted from the production of gel or gum by *D. hueberi*. The latter is known to co-occur with tylosis formation in many extant plants (Rioux et al. 1998).

Tyloses arise from parenchyma cells and expand into the neighboring conducting cells through the pits. In *Dameria hueberi*, each tracheid is in contact with a large number of ray parenchyma cells that could have produced the tyloses, but the apertures of the cross-field pits that constitute the ray-tracheid contacts is small (on average only 4–5µm). This aperture size is, however, still above the threshold of 3 µm established by Bonsen and Kučera (1990) for the formation of tyloses in extant woods.
Tyloses in *Dameria hueberi* are not evenly distributed throughout the wood, nor do they occur in a characteristic distribution pattern, at least there is none recognizable from the material at hand. They are located in the outer part of the wood, where they appear in irregular patches. Thus, the production of these structures in *D. hueberi* is not comparable to the centrifugal pattern of heartwood formation seen in extant plants. Tylosis formation can also be linked to environmental conditions. The climate of Queensland during the Tournaisian has been reconstructed as relatively warm, tropical to temperate, and relatively wet (e.g. Boucot et al. 2013). All specimens of *D. hueberi*, including the larger ones, are devoid of growth rings or conspicuous false rings, which suggests that the source trees have grown in favorable conditions with no marked seasonality or major periodic ecological disturbances. In addition, the tyloses in *D. hueberi* are not distributed in tangential layers as could be expected if they were produced in response to punctual or temporary environmental stresses. They cannot, therefore, be linked to environmental fluctuations. It is noteworthy in this context that a contemporaneous assemblage of anatomically preserved plants from another north-eastern Queensland locality reported by Galtier and Hueber (2001), Decombeix et al. (2011), and Laloux and Decombeix (accepted) does not contain any specimens displaying tylosis formation. Another possible causative agent of tylosis formation are microbial pathogens. However, we did not find any evidence of fungi or other microbes in *D. hueberi* specimens with tyloses. The preceding considerations render it impossible presently to advance a relevant hypothesis on the cause of tylosis formation in *D. hueberi*.

**Previous records of tyloses in fossil plants**

The new evidence presented in this study adds to the inventory of fossil plants known to produce tyloses, and expands the geological range of this structural element of the water-conducting system of vascular plants by some 15 million years. The earliest descriptions of tyloses in fossil
plants come from the second half of the 19th century, when paleobotanists first looked at the anatomy of permineralized plants (e.g., Williamson 1877, 1888). Since that time, tyloses have been reported in fossil representatives of most groups of vascular plants (Fig 4), with the notable exception of lycophytes. There is one mention of cortical cells with septa that “resemble cells with tyloses” in the Pennsylvanian lycopsid genus Chaloneria (Pigg and Rothwell 1983, p. 139), but we are not aware of any report of tyloses in conducting cells.

[Fig. 4 near here].

Ferns and early fern-like plants

The oldest evidence of tylosis formation in ferns occurs in Pennsylvanian (=late Carboniferous) taxa belonging to the filicalean ferns and the Zygopteridales. Williamson (1888, p. 315) described “cells apparently identical with the thylosis found in some living plants” in the petiole of Rachiopteris corrugata. This species, today named Ankyropteris corrugata, belongs to the Tedelaceae, which is an extinct family of filicalean ferns (Eggert and Taylor 1966). Tyloses in A. corrugata were later also illustrated by other authors, including Weiss (1906), Holden (1930), and more recently Phillips and Galtier (2011). In Early to Middle Pennsylvanian specimens, abundant tyloses can indeed be seen in the metaxylem of the stem (Fig. 5A), as well as in the phyllophore/petiole both in its basalmost part still connected to the stem (Fig. 5B) and in more distal regions (Fig. 5C). Tyloses also occur in large primary xylem tracheids of the stems, petioles, and roots of another species, Ankyropteris brongniartii (Mickle 1980; Phillips and Galtier 2011), which is characterized by a climbing stem. In this species, small parenchyma cells are widely networked among the large metaxylem tracheids, which permits tylosis formation in entire xylary sectors.

The Zygopteridales are an extinct order of late Paleozoic ferns that possessed rhizomatous stems with a succulent cortex from which extended erect phyllophores/petioles of the Etapteris
type in spiral arrangement (Phillips and Galtier 2005). Some of these early ferns produced small amounts of wood, and tyloses occurred in both the primary and secondary xylem (Phillips and Galtier 2005) of stems, petioles, and roots (Fig. 5D-F).

Tyloses have also been reported in fossil representatives of extant fern families. They are, for instance, abundant in the metaxylem tracheids of Psaronius sp. (Marattiales) from the Early Pennsylvanian of Lewis Creek, USA (Smoot and Taylor 1981). Among geologically younger taxa, tyloses have been reported in fossil specimens of the genus Gleichenia (Gleicheniaceae) from the Eocene of Canada (Mindell et al. 2006).

Tyloses-like contents have also been reported in non-vascular tissues of several fossil ferns, including cortical cells of Botryopteris multifolia (Botryopteridaceae, Filicales; He et al. 2020) and Tiania yunnanense (Osmundales; Wang et al. 2014) from the Permian of China. In the leaf traces of Knorripteris taylorii (Galtier et al. 2018), a probable fern of Triassic age with unresolved affinity, tylose-like structures occur outside the vascular strand; however, the exact nature and mode of formation of these elements remain uncertain.

[Insert Fig. 5 near here].

Sphenophytes

The presence of tyloses has also been reported in several fossil members of the Sphenophyta, which is the group that also includes the extant horsetails (genus Equisetum). In fossil sphenophytes, tyloses typically do not occur in conducting cells, but rather are present in the carinal canals, a situation similar to that seen in extant Equisetum (Holden 1925). This makes sense because the carinal canals are lacunae that result from the breakdown of the protoxylem and are believed to be effective in water conduction (Leroux et al. 2011). Fossil examples of tyloses in carinal canals include a specimen of Archaeocalamites described by Walton (1949) from the Viséan (Scott 1990) of Arran, Scotland, and Arthropitys bistriata, a structurally
preserved calamite from the lower Permian of Chemnitz, Germany (Rößler and Noll 2010, 2012; Rößler et al. 2012). Interestingly, unlike extant Equisetum, many Paleozoic sphenophytes produced secondary xylem. This tissue was typically rich in parenchyma (up to 50%), with very large and high rays (e.g., Renault 1893–1896; Cichan 1986a; Rößler et al. 2012), so tyloses could, in theory, have formed in the secondary xylem tracheids. Marguerier (1968) indeed reported the presence of tyloses in secondary xylem tracheids of Calamodendron punctatum (= Calamitea striata; see Rößler and Noll 2007) from the Upper Pennsylvanian of France.

Sphenophyllales are an extinct group of sphenophytes that includes taxa with a peculiar wood anatomy in which all the tracheids are in close contact with a network of parenchyma cells (Cichan 1985). Some Pennsylvanian and Permian members of the genus Sphenophyllum are known to have had the largest and longest tracheids in plants (>100 µm in diameter and >25 mm long; Cichan 1985). Combined with numerous radial pits, these features of the tracheids suggest a high degree of conduction but also a high vulnerability to cavitation in case of water stress (Wilson 2013). To our knowledge, tyloses have hitherto not been reported in this group. However, our observation of one early Permian Sphenophyllum stem from Autun, France, suggests that tyloses may in fact have formed in these plants, but further investigation is needed to confirm this. We did not find evidence of tyloses in the more typical wood (i.e., smaller tracheids and “regular” rays) of Sphenophyllum insigne from the Mississippian of France and Germany (Terreaux de Félice et al. 2018), and of the UK (ALD pers. observation).

**Lignophytes**

The lignophytes is a clade that includes the extinct progymnosperms and all fossil and extant seed plants (Kenrick and Crane 1997). Tyloses have been documented in fossil lignophytes from the Carboniferous to the present. There are innumerable reports of tyloses in angiosperm and gymnosperm woods from the Mesozoic and Cenozoic, based on both permineralized (e.g.,
Medlyn and Tidwell 1975; Wheeler and Manchester 2002; Wei et al. 2019; Franco et al. 2020; Oh et al. 2020) and anthracological specimens, including subfossils from archaeological sites (e.g., Dufraisse et al. 2018). Here, we will focus on the oldest documented evidence of tyloses in extant groups and their occurrence in key extinct groups.

Tyloses have been reported in some of the oldest known angiosperm woods dating back to the Cretaceous. This is, for instance, the case in Carlquistoxylon, a wood from the Lower Cretaceous of Argentina (Nunes et al. 2018), and in several North American and European Early to Late Cretaceous species of Paraphyllanthoxylon, a genus comprising the largest Mesozoic angiosperm trees known to date (e.g., Thayne et al. 1983; Gryc et al. 2009; Jud et al. 2018; Chin et al. 2019).

The oldest documented evidence of tyloses in fossil conifers comes from the Permian of China. Feng and collaborators (2013) have illustrated in detail different stages of tylosis formation in permineralized wood attributed to the genus Shenoxyylon. To the extent of our knowledge, there are no reports of tyloses in fossil representatives of the other extant gymnosperm groups, i.e., ginkgophytes, cycadales, and gnetales.

Tyloses have also been reported in several extinct groups of seed plants. For example, possible tyloses occur in a Bennettitale from the Cretaceous of New Jersey (Chrysler 1932) and in at least one member of the Corystospermales, namely Rheoxylon tetrapteridoides from the Triassic of South Africa (Walton, 1924). In the latter, Walton (p. 90) noted “The very close resemblance of the Rheoxylon tracheids, with their included and apparently once living cells, to tracheids with tyloses in certain fossil conifers”. There is, however, only one photograph that does not allow to fully appreciate the structures.

The presence of tyloses in Glossopteridales from the Permian of Antarctica has been suggested following the observation of “thin-walled balloon-shaped structures” inside the rays (Weaver et al. 1997, p. 661) or of tracheids with contents occluding the lumen (Harper et al. 2017), but,
as far as we are aware of, there is no clear evidence as yet that these structures in fact represent tyloses. Tyloses have been reported in several woods assigned to the Cordaitales, the Carboniferous-Permian sister-group of the conifers. Recent examples include Pennsylvanian woods from Spain assigned to Cordaixylon (Césari et al. 2015) and Dadoxylon (Tosal et al. 2021), as well as a Permian cordaitalean root from China (Shi et al. 2020). Abundant tyloses have also been reported in the secondary xylem of Medullosa olseniae (Medullosale) from the Permian of Texas (Roberts and Barghoorn 1952). Medullosa is a Carboniferous-Permian genus of seed plants characterized by wide tracheids, often > 100 µm in diameter. In M. olseniae, the tyloses are “one of the most conspicuous features in longitudinal sections of the secondary wood” (Roberts and Barghoorn 1952, p.195). They are also possibly present in M. noei from the Pennsylvanian of Illinois (Steidmann 1944, fig. 4). The oldest evidences of tyloses in lignophytes comes from the Mississippian (ca. 335 Ma) of France, where tyloses have been described in detail in a specimen of Protopitys buchiana (Scheckler and Galtier 2003), an enigmatic taxon assigned to the progymnosperms (Decombeix et al. 2015). In this specimen (Fig. 6), tyloses are abundant in certain parts of the wood where they tend to be organized in a similar fashion as that seen in Dameria hueberi, namely in neighboring radial files.

Physiological evidence and interpretation

Tyloses in fossil plants have often been mentioned in passing, out of curiosity, or as a diagnostic feature (especially in angiosperm woods), but rarely have these structures as fossils received much consideration with regard to the possible cause(s) of their formation. Biotic and abiotic stresses that have been shown to trigger tylosis formation in extant plants include freezing, drought, mechanical wounding, insect attack, and pathogen infection (De Micco et al. 2016).
In addition, tyloses may also form as part of the natural formation of heartwood, i.e., wood that “has ceased to contain living cells and in which the reserve materials have been removed or converted into heartwood substances” (IAWA 1964, p.32). Two principal causes have been invoked for the formation of tyloses in fossil plants, namely drought-induced embolism and pathogen infection.

The abundance of tyloses in the tracheids of the Pennsylvanian ferns *Zygopteris/Eiapteris* and *Ankyropteris* has been interpreted as a result of drought-induced embolism (Phillips and Galtier 2005, 2011). Both genera are typically found in peat swamp assemblages, indicating growth in a habitat with abundant water, and have large tracheids of typically more than 100 µm (up to 250 µm in some species) wide (Fig. 5). This suggests that the tracheids had a high hydraulic conductivity, but also that they were prone to embolism in case of drier episodes. *Zygopteris* was characterized by succulent rhizomes interpreted as an adaptation to water stress (Phillips and Galtier 2005). *Ankyropteris corrugata*, also characterized by succulent rhizomes, additionally possessed an inner ground tissue in the petiole that may have functioned in water storage (Phillips and Galtier 2011). The plant was a scrambler or climber with a long, slender stem/petiole. Mechanical stresses, such as twisting or bending, of the long/slender stems could readily have led to temporary (partial or complete) interruptions or permanent breakage of the water column (Fisher and Ewers 1991). There is no evidence of fungal infection associated with the tyloses in these taxa. Likewise, the abundance of tyloses in the wood of the Permian conifer *Shenoxyylon mirabile* was interpreted by Feng and collaborators (2013) as a response to certain environmental conditions. These authors described the tyloses as “obviously arranged in concentric zones” (p. 1078), but also with no direct correlation in terms of position relative to growth increments. They speculated that the tree was growing in an environment governed by frequent water stress based on the presence of false rings in the wood (Feng et al. 2013). Because there is no evidence of fungi, and the tyloses are found from the inner to the outer part
of the stem, Feng and collaborators (2013) dismissed the possibility of tylosis formation in response to fungal infection or as part of the natural heartwood formation.

Scheckler and Galtier (2003) noted that, in *Protopitys buchiana* from the Mississippian, tyloses tend to be mostly present in the widest wood tracheids (up to 95 μm) and that they seem to have a distribution pattern that is somehow connected to changes in growth. Although a few fungal hyphae have been noted in the wood, the tyloses were nevertheless interpreted as having most likely formed in response to episodes of water stress and/or dormancy. This interpretation is supported by the presence of faint bands of tracheids with reduced radial diameter and depositional evidence of growth in a disturbed, volcanic area of the subtropical zone.

Tylosis formation in the fossil record has also been discussed in connection with fungal infection, based in part on observations of present-day plant responses to vascular wilts, which are among the most destructive diseases in annual crops and woody perennials (Mace et al. 1981; Yadeta and Thomma 2013). These diseases are caused by soil-borne bacteria, fungi, and oomycetes that enter the plant through the roots and infect the xylem where they proliferate and adversely affect the transportation of water and minerals. The presence of the pathogen activates defense mechanisms in the form of either physical responses, which hinder the pathogen from further spread, or chemical responses that inhibit or kill the pathogen (Beckman 1964; Talboys 1972; Agrios 2005). A common physical defense against vascular wilt pathogens is the formation of tyloses (Kashyap et al. 2021). Harper and collaborators (2012) have described a Jurassic permineralized conifer axis from Antarctica in which tylosis formation co-occurs with abundant fungal remains, suggesting that the tyloses served as mechanical barriers against the advancing hyphae. However, the fact that fungal hyphae are found within and around the tyloses, as well as in the rays and in the phloem, suggests that the fungus was able to surmount this barrier. A similar interpretation has been offered by Khan and collaborators (2018) for Plio-Pleistocene angiosperm wood from Tibet that also contains both tyloses and fungal remains.
While tyloses are abundant, fungal remains are relatively scarce, and these authors interpreted this as representing an early stage of pathogen invasion. Like the Jurassic conifer, this angiosperm wood also yields evidence of hyphae penetrating or circumventing the tyloses, which indicates that the pathogen may have been able to evade them (Khan et al. 2018). It is indeed known in present-day plants that tyloses can impede the movement of fungi within the xylem, slow down the colonization process, and localize the infection, but also that many fungi can grow readily through these structures (Blanchette 1992; Schwarze and Baum 2000). Thus, tyloses perhaps represent a means for the plant to gain some time to deploy (i.e. synthesize and allocate) another, more effective chemical defense. One of the oldest documented fossils showing the co-occurrence of certain balloon-shaped structures interpreted as tyloses and fungal remains is a Permian cordaitalean root from China (Shi et al. 2020). However, persuasive evidence of parenchyma protruding into the tracheid lumina has not been produced, and thus renders the interpretation of the structures as tyloses doubtful.

**Future avenues of research**

*When did plants first form tyloses, and why?*

An interesting insight that has emerged from reviewing the fossil record of tyloses is that there is no documented evidence of these structures older than the Mississippian. However, all the necessary structural and physiological components for the development of tyloses were in place by the Devonian, at least in principle. Secondary xylem with parenchymatous rays is known to have existed since the Early Devonian (Gerrienne et al. 2011; Hoffman and Tomescu 2013), and primary xylem, possibly in contact with parenchyma cells, has also been described in a number of taxa since the evolution of the first tracheids in the Early Devonian (e.g., Edwards 2003; Decombeix et al. 2019 and references therein). Similarly, the types of external stimuli that are known to trigger tylosis formation in plants today could all have affected plant growth
also in the Devonian, including intermittent periods of drought, mechanical injuries, and pathogen infection. This raises the question as to why there is no evidence as yet of tyloses in Devonian plants?

From a physiological point of view, it is possible that the mechanisms underlying the production of tyloses simply had not yet evolved. In addition, while tylosis formation is often regarded as a result of the loss of water pressure in vessels, and is characteristically found in vessels that are filled with air (e.g. Beckman 1964), there is also evidence of a hormonal trigger (ethylene, see Sun et al. 2007; jasmonates and ethylene, see Leśniewska et al. 2017), which might have been absent in Devonian plants. From an anatomical point of view, it is possible that tylosis formation in some Devonian plants was limited by the small number of parenchyma cells that actually were in direct contact with the water-conducting cells. There is evidence that some Devonian plants had only small amounts of parenchyma in their secondary xylem that occurred in the form of small and/or low-density rays. This appears to have been the case in, for instance, some of the oldest known woody plants (Gerrienne et al. 2011; Hoffman and Tomescu 2013). However, there are also several taxa with abundant and/or large rays, including some of the Middle to Late Devonian archaeopteridalean progymnosperms (Orlova and Iurina 2011).

Finally, as so often in paleontology, it is important to take into account the possible existence of a preservation and/or preparation bias. The number of anatomically preserved Devonian plants is small and their modes of preservation and preparation are not always favorable to the recognizability of tyloses. For example, the pyritized Late Devonian aneurophytaline progymnosperms that we analysed for this study have been prepared as thick wafers, which need to be examined in reflected light. Reflected light, however, limits the possibility to observe the content of the conducting cells. Likewise, acetate peels of stems (for details, refer to Galtier and Phillips 1999) generally are not conducive to the study of tyloses, although it is possible in some instances to see them, as illustrated in Fig.5. Taylor et al. (2011) explained that thicker
thin-sections often allow for a more accurate examination and documentation of three-dimensional objects in fossil cells than acetate peels. This also holds good for tyloses in conducting cells. As to whether the lack of tyloses in Devonian woods is a preservation or preparation/documentation artifact, or a biological fact remains to be resolved. Studies of anatomically preserved vascular plants from that period should, therefore, screen carefully also for tyloses whenever possible.

**Tyloses and fungi**

Plants today employ a wide range of different mechanical and chemical defenses (e.g., tyloses, resins, induced antimicrobial compounds) to combat microorganisms, such as bacteria, oomycetes, and fungi, that invade the vascular system (e.g., Pearce 1996). Fungi frequently occur in the vicinity of anatomical alterations in the wood of present-day plants, and it was likely just the same in the past. However, such co-occurrences have rarely been documented and critically evaluated in the fossil record (Harper et al. 2012; Feng et al. 2013; Boura et al. 2013; Shivanna et al. 2017; Greppi et al. 2018; Khan et al. 2018; Shi et al. 2020), in part because it is generally difficult to determine the nature of the interrelationship, if any, that existed between an anatomical alteration and a co-occurring fungus based on fossils, which do not permit experiments and long-term observations (Harper and Krings 2021). It is, therefore, a challenging task to establish whether tylosis formation in fossils was triggered by the presence of a microbial pathogen, such as a fungus, or developed due to any other cause that had nothing to do with the presence of the pathogen. The few studies that describe direct contacts between fungi and tyloses in fossil wood (Harper et al. 2012; Khan et al. 2018) all hypothesize that the tyloses were a host response that formed a physical barrier to prevent the fungus from spreading. Other studies present fossil examples of fungi and tyloses that co-occur in a wood, but are not in direct contact. These patterns of spatial distribution have been variously regarded as tylosis
formation probably caused by the fungi (Shivanna et al. 2017; Shi et al. 2020), a relationship that cannot be determined (Boura et al. 2013; Greppi et al. 2018), or the authors state that it is unlikely that the fungi caused tylosis formation (Feng et al. 2013). It should be noted that, while tyloses may form in the absence of fungi or other pathogenic causative agents, they still can later serve as a defense. Thus, even if a fungus and tyloses co-occur in direct contact in a fossil wood, the formation of the tyloses does not necessarily represent a host response to the presence of this fungus.

Taxonomic identification of the fungi that occur in wood fossils with tyloses provide the best chance to infer nutritional mode(s), and hence assess as to whether these fungi could have indeed induced tylosis formation. Knowing the affinities of the fungi associated with fossil plants yields a framework for direct comparisons with present-day relatives, and thus can provide insights into the nature of the interactions between the fungi and their host plants. For example, one of the causative agents of ‘vascular wilt’ disease today, *Fusarium oxysporum*, induces tyloses in host trees to prevent vertical spread of the pathogen (Yadeta and Thomma 2013; Kashyap et al. 2021). To restrict horizontal movement of *F. oxysporum*, reinforcement via a conspicuously thick coating occurs at the vessel walls, parenchyma cells and pit membranes to impede pathogen growth (Araujo et al. 2014). Morphological characteristics of *F. oxysporum* include oval to kidney-shaped microconidia, sickle-shaped macroconidia, false head formation of microconidia, and terminal chlamydospores (Fourie et al. 2011); some of these reproductive structures (conidia) can be produced within vessels (e.g., Phipps and Stipes 1976). Although it is unlikely that all of these characters of a fungus and infected host plant are found within a single fossil specimen, many of the features, collectively, can help to provide a context regarding the pathogen: Is there evidence of the formation of multiple tyloses in a localized area of the wood that also contains the fungus? In addition, is there evidence of swellings or ergastic substances in the parenchymatous cells or pits? Are there any diagnostic
features of the vegetative hyphae, such as septa, clamp connections, sterile projections? Although rare, is there any evidence of fungal reproductive structures, e.g., spores, conidia, spore-bearing and associated structures (e.g., phialides, sterigmata)? Knowing the fungus can help to discriminate pathogenic fungi, such as *Fusarium* spp., which colonized the vascular tissues during the lifetime of the plant, from other, saprotrophic fungi that used the conducting cells as convenient pathways into a dead plant part lying on the forest floor, or within the soil (Boddy 2016). If fungi do not provide information on their reproductive biology that can be used for identification (which is common in fossil wood), other methodologies need to be employed. For example, geochemical techniques that can be directly applied to fossil fungal mycelia (Speranza et al. 2015) or to pieces of fossil wood to trace biochemical transformation processes during wood decomposition (Bechtel et al. 2007).

*Tyloses and the hydraulic properties of fossil plants.*

Despite having the same xylem cell types as present-day gymnosperms (i.e. tracheids, and ray or axial parenchyma), extinct vascular plants, especially those that thrived during the Paleozoic, had a higher disparity of secondary xylem anatomies (Decombeix et al. 2019 and references therein). This includes taxa with tracheid diameters of well over 100 µm and/or abundant parenchyma, in the form of dense, large (> 4 cells) and/or high (> 100 cells) rays. The fact that these different anatomies lead to a diversity of hydraulic properties is supported by studies that have extrapolated the hydraulic conductivity of fossil plants from the properties of isolated tracheids (i.e., diameter, length, and pitting; Cichan 1986b; Wilson 2013, 2016; Cascales-Miñana et al. 2019). These studies also show that, in certain taxa, the tracheids were the hydraulic equivalent of angiosperm vessels and had a low hydraulic safety, i.e. a high risk of embolism in the event of factual or physiological drought. For example, several members of the Medullosales and Sphenophyllalles had slender stems and (very) large tracheids. Tyloses
are, therefore, one of the reasons why future studies should take into account the parenchymatous portion of the secondary xylem when discussing the hydraulic properties of fossil woods. In addition to being not conducting, and thus changing the properties at the scale of the tissue (Tanrattana et al. 2019), parenchyma could be important for its role in mitigating embolism in taxa with “high-risk” strategies via the formation of tyloses. Interestingly, the examples of the early ferns *Zygopteris* or *Ankyropteris* show that tyloses may have played an important role also in the evolution of high-risk hydraulic strategies in extinct plants with no or little secondary xylem. Such taxa have not been included in previous hydraulic studies, which typically focus on early vascular plants, such as *Psilophyton*, and *Asteroxylon*, and/or plants with secondary growth (Cichan 1986b; Strullu-Derrien et al. 2014; Wilson 2016 and references therein; Cascales-Miñana et al. 2019). Finally, the presence of tyloses is a reminder that the conducting cells in a plant are not always all functional, which is also important when extrapolating hydraulic properties to a whole stem. For example, more than 50% of the tracheids shown in Fig. 2E are occluded by tyloses. To more accurately understand the role of tyloses in the physiology of extinct plants, we need to determine the relationship between the presence of tyloses and the risk of embolism. This relationship can be estimated by using reconstructed paleo-environmental conditions and anatomical characters such as tracheid diameter.

**Conclusions**

The wood of the (pro)gymnosperm tree *Dameria hueberi* from the Tournaisian of Australia contains well-preserved tyloses showing different stages of development. Combined with previous reports, this new data demonstrates that tyloses have been produced in several groups of vascular plants since at least the early Mississippian, approximately 350 million years ago. This suggests that tyloses may have played important roles in the early evolution of arborescence and in the development of the specific properties and requirements of arborescent
plants with regard to conditions of stress and xylem-invading pathogens. Future research will focus on investigating even older occurrences yielding suitable plant fossils in search for evidence of tyloses, and on assessing more precisely how these structures have affected plant hydraulic properties and pathogen interactions in the fossil record.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic representation of tylosis formation seen in transverse and longitudinal sections. C: conducting cell (tracheid or vessel), P: parenchyma cell.

Figure 2. Tyloses in the secondary xylem of the (pro)gymnosperm *Dameria hueberi* from the Tournaisian (early Mississippian) of Australia. Features in transverse section.
A. General view of specimen MOD5 in transverse section. A very high resolution, zoomable version of this image is available at [https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.5869925](https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.5869925)
B. General view of a portion of wood with no tyloses and no evidence of growth ring boundaries
C. General view of a zone with tyloses
D. Detail of tyloses in radial files of tracheids
E. Detail of tyloses in radial files of tracheids
F. Close-up showing tyloses completely filling the lumen of the tracheids. Arrows indicate cell walls.
G. Close-up of a ray (R) and tracheids showing different stages of tylosis formation. From a small bubble-like structure coming from the ray (a, black arrow), to a cell with several balloon-like structures (b, white arrows), to a completely filled lumen with visible angular cell walls (c)
All views from slide MOD5d CT1. Scale bars: A: 1cm; B, C: 500 µm; D, E: 100 µm; F, G: 25 µm.

Figure 3. Tyloses in secondary xylem of the (pro)gymnosperm *Dameria hueberi* from the Tournaisian (early Mississippian) of Australia. Features in longitudinal section
A. General aspect in tangential section showing numerous small uniseriate rays and cells with a brown content that are filled with tyloses (t). Slide MOD5a CLT1
B. Detail of a tangential section showing a tracheid filled with tyloses with angular cell walls. Slide MOD5a CLT1

C. Detail of a tangential section showing a tracheid filled with tyloses with some bubble-like forms. Slide MOD5a CLT1

D. Detail of a tangential section showing a tracheid filled with tyloses with angular cell walls. Slide MOD2 CLT1

E. Detail of a tangential section showing a tracheid filled with tylosis. Slide MOD2 CLT1

F. Radial section showing the uniseriate circular radial pits and some tracheids filled with tyloses. Slide MOD5c CLR1

G. Radial section showing details of radial pits (white arrowhead) and cross-field pits (orange arrowhead) in a ray (R). Slide MOD5c CLR1

Scale bars: A: 100 µm; B, C, D, F, G: 50 µm; E: 10 µm.

Figure 4. Tyloses in extant and extinct vascular plants. Dots indicate the presence of tyloses in extant representatives, either in the vascular tissues (black dots) or the carinal canals (white dot). Black stars indicate the oldest evidence to date of tylosis formation in vascular tissue. Psi: *Psilophyton*; Cladox: Cladoxylopsida s.l.; Progymnosp.: progymnoserms; Pteridosp.: pteridosperms. Black arrow indicates the age of the new evidence presented in this paper in the (pro)gymnosperm *Dameria hueberii*.

Figure 5. Tyloses in early ferns: (A-C) *Ankyropteris corrugata* (Teledaceae) from the Lower Pennsylvanian of Bouxharmont (Belgium) and Burnley (England), and (D-F) *Zygopteris/Etapteris* (Zygopteridales) from the Middle-Upper Pennsylvanian of Illinois (USA, UI)-

A. Stem protostele of *A. corrugata* with tyloses in the metaxylem. Slide BX 336D2B02
B. Departing clepsydroid vascular trace of the phyllophore /petiole with tyloses in the metaxylem. Slide B 309C1I03.

C. Tyloses inside the xylem strand of the « free » proximal phyllophore, filling most of the large metaxylem tracheids of the median rectangular « apolar » zone. Slide BX 336D1B02

D. Basal transverse section of an *Etapteris* petiole, with tyloses filling all large metaxylem tracheids of the rectangular « apolar » zone. Specimen UI 3457, slide 3457BTOP-6.

E. Longitudinal section of another *Etapteris* petiole (borne on a *Zygopteris illinoiensis* stem) showing a metaxylem tracheid filled with tyloses (t) and one with small balloon-like tylosis at an earlier stage of formation (white arrows). Specimen UI 22655, slide 22655HBOT-37.

F Tyloses in secondary xylem tracheids of a *Zygopteris* root with a thick periderm. Specimen UI 22655, slide 22655HBOT-97

Scale bars: A: 500 µm; B-F: 250 µm.

**Fig. 6 Tyloses in secondary xylem of the progymnosperm *Protopitys buchiana* from the Visean of the Vosges, France.**

A. General view of the secondary xylem of *Protopitys buchiana* showing radial files of tracheids with a brown content. Slide BOU 1500 AT.

B. Detail of secondary xylem in transverse section showing tracheids filled with tyloses forming angular cell walls (black arrows). Slide BOU 1500 AT.

C. Detail of secondary xylem tracheids filled with tyloses (t) in radial section. Slide BOU 1500 BLR.

Scale bars: A: 250 µm; B, C: 50 µm.
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